Alcohol and Tobacco Tax and Trade Bureau, Treasury
other word denoting age, as part of the
brand name, shall not be deemed to be
an age representation: And provided
further, That the labels of whiskies and
brandies (except immature brandies)
not required to bear a statement of
age, and rum and Tequila aged for not
less than 4 years, may contain general
inconspicuous age, maturity or similar
representations without the label bearing an age statement.

§ 5.42

Prohibited practices.

(a) Statements on labels. Bottles containing distilled spirits, or any labels
on such bottles, or any individual covering, carton, or other container of
such bottles used for sale at retail, or
any written, printed, graphic, or other
matter accompanying such bottles to
the consumer shall not contain:
(1) Any statement that is false or untrue in any particular, or that, irrespective of falsity, directly, or by ambiguity, omission, or inference, or by
the addition of irrelevant, scientific or
technical matter, tends to create a
misleading impression.
(2) Any statement that is disparaging
of a competitor’s product.
(3) Any statement, design, device, or
representation which is obscene or indecent.
(4) Any statement, design, device, or
representation of or relating to analyses, standards, or tests, irrespective of
falsity, which the appropriate TTB officer finds to be likely to mislead the
consumer.
(5) Any statement, design, device, or
representation of or relating to any
guarantee, irrespective of falsity,
which the appropriate TTB officer finds
to be likely to mislead the consumer.
Money-back guarantees are not prohibited.
(6) A trade or brand name that is the
name of any living individual of public
prominence, or existing private or public organization, or is a name that is in
simulation or is an abbreviation thereof, or any graphic, pictorial, or emblematic representation of any such individual or organization, if the use of
such name or representation is likely
to falsely lead the consumer to believe
that the product has been endorsed,
made, or used by, or produced for, or
under the supervision of, or in accordance with the specifications of, such individual or organization: Provided,
That this paragraph shall not apply to
the use of the name of any person engaged in business as a distiller, rectifier, blender, or other producer, or as
an importer, wholesaler, retailer,
bottler, or warehouseman, of distilled
spirits, nor to the use by any person of
a trade or brand name that is the name

(26 U.S.C. 7805 (68A Stat. 917, as amended); 27
U.S.C. 205 (49 Stat. 981, as amended))
[T.D. 7020, 34 FR 20637, Dec. 30, 1969, as
amended by T.D. ATF–62, 44 FR 71621, Dec.
11, 1979; T.D. ATF–198, 50 FR 8464, Mar. 1,
1985]
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§ 5.41 Bottle cartons, booklets and leaflets.
(a) General. An individual covering,
carton, or other container of the bottle
used for sale at retail (other than a
shipping container), or any written,
printed, graphic, or other matter accompanying the bottle to the consumer
buyer shall not contain any statement,
design, device, or graphic, pictorial, or
emblematic representation that is prohibited by §§ 5.31 through 5.42 on labels.
(b) Sealed opaque cartons. If bottles
are enclosed in sealed opaque coverings, cartons, or other containers
used for sale at retail (other than shipping containers), such coverings, cartons, or other containers must bear all
mandatory label information.
(c) Other cartons. (1) If an individual
covering, carton, or other container of
the bottle used for sale at retail (other
than a shipping container) is so designed that the bottle is readily removable, it may display any information
which is not in conflict with the label
on the bottle contained therein.
(2) Cartons displaying brand names
and/or designations must display such
names and designations in their entirety—brand names required to be
modified, e.g. by ‘‘Brand’’ or ‘‘Product
of U.S.A.’’, must also display such
modification.
(3) Specialty products for which a
truthful and adequate statement of
composition is required must display
such statement.
[T.D. 7020, 34 FR 20337, Dec. 30, 1969, as
amended by T.D. ATF–36, 41 FR 47426, Oct.
29, 1976]
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